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SKU Designation French Law Shots Energy (J) Length (cm) Weight (g) Airsoft Type MSRP

LE1046
AEG Hybrid Series H-15 BET

ASG Replica 
Vente libre 180  1.6  73  2500  Electrical  693.00 € incl. tax

The performance of an EVO in an AR15 airsoft
Features:

EVO performance in an AR body (using our proven EVO internals)
HERA ARMS CCS stock
PTS EPG-C pistol grip
ASG Custom M-Rail Handguard
Relaxing retro arms
Electronic trigger unit
Quick Change Spring Guide
Rotating hop-up block
Taken in T-Dean
Foldable stock

Specification

Length: 730-820mm/28.7-32.3in
Barrel length: 310mm/12 inches
Mag. Capacity: 180 BB's
Battery:19365
Standard charger:19310
Hop-up type:Adjustable
Speed:130 ms/426 fps...
Retrouvez le texte intégral sur : https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18474-AEG-Hybrid-Series-H-15-BET-
ASG-Replica
Description

The debut of our one-of-a-kind hybrid series, the H-15 Carbine brings the same exceptional performance of
the legendary Scorpion EVO to airsoft's most popular platform. Using the same proven internal components
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in a massive new assault rifle body creates a unique high-performance rifle.

This rifle was built with a mix of metal and polymer components, just like a real assault rifle. This rifle's
pistol grip, collapsible stock, and magazine are made of high-strength polymer while every other component,
from its rial and barrel to its trigger and frame, is cut from durable metal. Focusing even more on these
components, the H-15 includes a range of premium parts, including a HERA ARMS CCS stock, PTS EPG-C
pistol grip, and Retro Arms trigger. Additionally, this unique rifle features our own custom ASG M-Rail
handguard allowing the user to attach accessories to truly make it their own. The box also includes a midcap
magazine with a capacity of 180 rounds.

Focusing on the interior of the rifle, it comes with all of the great internals of the EVO, with some amazing
parts of its own. This includes an electronic trigger unit with integrated Mosfet, which allows the user to
program the firing modes of the replica. This airsoft rifle has four distinct modes: safe, fully automatic, burst
fire and single fire. The ECU also provides cycle detection with pre-arming and intelligent, self-adjusting
Active Break. It also includes a quick-change spring guide, accessible via the buffer tube, a T-shaped battery
connector and a rotating hop-up unit. These components deliver the proven and beloved performance of the
EVO in an all-new stunning AR body, placing the Hybrid in H-15. .

This version of the H-15 has “customizers” in mind. Use the smooth handguard to mount all your
accessories, the threaded barrel to mount any muzzle device, or use the included flash hider and attach a BET
QD to really make it your own.

We are proud to provide the airsoft community with this all new AEG that delivers fantastic performance in a
stellar new body and announce the start of our new hybrid series!

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


